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   Displaying contents Malfunction or protection 

STY Remote switch in Standby position (automatic reset) 

Er01 High pressure protection ( manual reset ) 

Er05 Low pressure protection 

Er41 3-phase sequence, current and over-heat condenser temperature protection (manual reset) 

Er30 Frost prevention alarm (manual reset) 

Er61 Water outlet sensor T02 malfunction (automatic reset) 

Er62 Coil sensor T03 malfunction (automatic reset) 

Er60 Water return sensor T01 malfunction (automatic reset) 

Er20 Water flow protection 

Er47 Remote keyboard communication error 

Er45/Er46 Error clock faulty / Error set clock 

Er90 Alarm history records exceeded 99 times (manual reset) 

 
 
1. STY

Values display indication STY 

Refer to the instruction manual: Remote switch in Standby position 

You should set a running mode: cooling or heating, then it will disappear 

Troubleshooting 

R410A Mini Unitary Chiller 50Hz 
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 2. Er01 
High pressure＞4.4MPa, display Er01, compressor and outdoor fan stop, the chiller can only resume 
from protection manually. 
 

Values display indication Er01 

Refer to the instruction manual: High pressure protection 

Judge 1: check the high pressure switch is well. Replace the high pressure switch 
No 
 

Judge 2: Whether the temperature of external and inlet water is high 

Check the operation conditions:  
1. the temperature of inlet water (cooling: below 20℃, 

heating: below 45℃) 
2. cooling: the indoor temperature is ≥17℃ and the ambient 

temperature is 10℃～43℃ 
3. heating: the indoor temperature is ≤30℃ and the outdoor 

temperature is -15℃～24℃ 

Stop the operation, and run it 
at the normal condition. 

No 

Yes 

Judge 3: Whether the refrigerant charge is excessive. 

Check the temperature of compressor discharge and suction and 
the pressure of compressor discharge and suction are normal. Reclaim part of refrigerant  

Yes 

Judge 4: Whether the air flow and water flow 
are insufficient 

Cooling: Check whether the speed of the fan 
are normal. Heating: Check whether the water flow 
volume can reach the data as follow : 
Capacity 

( kW) 
Water flow 

volume (m3/h) 
Capacity 

( kW) 
Water flow 

volume (m3/h) 

  10(3N) 1.72 
  14 2.4 

10(1N) 1.74 16 2.8 

 

Change the fan or pump. 

No 

No 

Judge 5: PCB is malfunction. 

Replace PCB 

Yes 

Yes 
 

R410A Mini Unitary Chiller 50Hz 
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3. Low pressure protection (code: Er05) 

Low pressure<0.15MPa, display Er05, compressor and outdoor fan stop; Low pressure>0.3MPa, 
compressor and outdoor fan restart （3 minutes delay necessary） 
If Er05 appears 3 times in 1hour, the chiller can only resume from protection manually. 
 

 Values display indication Er05 

Refer to the instruction manual: Low pressure protection 

Judge 1: check the low pressure switch is well. Replace the low pressure switch 
No 
 

Judge 2: Whether the temperature of external and inlet water is low 

Yes 

Check the operation conditions:  
1. the temperature of inlet water (cooling: below 20℃, 

heating: below 45℃) 
2. cooling: the indoor temperature is ≥17℃ and the ambient 

temperature is 10℃～43℃ 
3. heating: the indoor temperature is ≤30℃ and the outdoor 

temperature is -15℃～24℃ 

Stop the operation, and run it 
at the normal condition. 

No 

Yes 

Judge 3: Whether the air is in water circuit. 

Yes 

Recharge the refrigerant 

No 

Judge 3: Whether the refrigerant charge is abundant. 

Check the temperature of compressor discharge and 
suction and the pressure of compressor discharge and 
suction are normal. 

Recharge the refrigerant 
No 

Yes 

Judge 5: PCB is malfunction. 

Replace PCB 
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 Outdoor units  

4. Electric protection Er41: 

1) Phase protection of power supply: 
When the chiller is powered on, if there is wrong sequence of power phase, lack of power phase, it will 
show Er41, the chiller can not run. 

2) Compressor current protection: 
If the operating current of compressor reaches the value below, system stops and shows Er41: 

Capacity ( kW) Compressor current value (A) Capacity ( kW) Compressor current value (A) 
  10(3N) 18 

  14 25 

10(1N) 32 16 25 

Values display indication Er41 

Judge 1: Whether the phase sequence of the power line is 
wrong connected or one phase of the power line is broken off. 

Connect the power line 
well in sequence. 

Yes 

No 

Judge 2: Compressor current protection 

Check whether the compressor current reaches the value in 
the above table 

Judge 3: PCB is malfunction 

Replace PCB 

No 

Yes 

Check whether the refrigerant 
pipe is air-logged. 

Yes 
Dredge the refrigerant pipe. 

Check whether the compressor is locked. 

Replace the compressor. 

Yes 

No 
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5. Error code Er30: 
 

Values display indication Er30 

Refer to the instruction manual: Frost prevention alarm.  
 

Judge 1: Whether the unit has electric, because: When 
water outlet temperature (T02)<4℃, water pump and 
electric heater start working, when water outlet 
temperature (T02)>6℃, water pump and electric heater 
stop working. 

Judge 2: Check whether the electric heater is well. 

Supply the power. 
No 

Yes 

Replace the electric heater 
No 
 

Yes 
 

Judge 3: Check the water delivery sensor T02 
has insert well. 

No 
Insert the water delivery sensor T02 
well 

Yes 

Judge 4: Check the set temperature: 
cooling= 10℃ heating = 45℃ 

Reset the point temperature  
No 

Judge 5: PCB is malfunction 

Yes 

Replace the PCB. 
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 Outdoor units  

6. Error code Er61: 
 

Values display indication Er61 

Refer to the instruction manual: Water delivery sensor T02 malfunction.  
 

Judge 1: Whether the sensor falls off. Insert it well. 

Yes 

No 

Judge 2: Check the electrical connection, 
whether the sensor connects well. 

No 

Connects it well. 

Yes 

Judge 3: Whether the water delivery sensor T02 
malfunction 

Yes 
Replace water delivery 
sensor T02 

No 

Judge 4: PCB is malfunction 

Replace PCB 

Yes 
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Specification  

7. Error code Er62: 
 

Values display indication Er62 

Refer to the instruction manual: Coil sensor T03 malfunction.  
 

Judge 1: Whether the sensor falls off. Insert it well. 
Yes 

No 

Judge 2: Check the electrical connection, 
whether the sensor connects well. 

No 
Connect it well. 

Yes 

Judge 3: Whether coil sensor T03 is malfunction 
Yes 

Replace coil sensor 
T03 
 

No 

Judge 4: PCB is malfunction 

Replace PCB 

Yes 
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 Outdoor units  

8. Error code Er60: 
 

Values display indication Er60 

Refer to the instruction manual: Water return sensor T01 malfunction. 

Judge 1: Whether the sensor falls off. Insert it well. 
Yes 

No 

Judge 2: Check the electrical connection, 
whether the sensor connects well. 

No 
Connects it well. 

Yes 

Judge 3: Whether water return sensor T01 is 
malfunction 

Yes 
Replace water return 
sensor T01 

No 

Judge 4: PCB is malfunction 

Replace PCB 

Yes 
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9. Error code Er20: 
 

Values display indication Er20 

Refer to the instruction manual: Water flow protection.  
  
 

Judge 1: Check whether the differential 
pressure switch is close. 

Close the differential 
pressure switch 

No 

Yes 

Judge 2: Check whether the pump is 
setting high. 
 

No 
Setting the pump in high. 

Yes 

Judge 3: Check whether the air is in 
water circuit, Vent the air 

Judge 4: Check whether the filter is 
air-logged. Clean the impurity. 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Judge 5: Check whether the plate heat 
exchanger is air-logged. 
 

No 

Clean the impurity. 
Yes 

Judge 6: PCB is malfunction 

No 

Replace PCB 
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 Outdoor units  

10. Error code Er47 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11. Error code Er45/ Er46 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Values display indication Er47 

Judge : Whether the three connecting lines(red, blue and 
black) are wrong connected. 

Connect them well in right 
sequence. 

Yes 

Refer to the instruction manual: Remote keyboard communication error  
  
 

Values display indication Er45/ Er46 

Refer to the instruction manual: Error clock faulty / Error set clock 
  
 

Set the clock by the controller 
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12. Error code Er90 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Values display indication Er90 

 

Refer to the instruction manual: Alarm history records exceeded 99 times 
 
 

In this condition, it must be recovered by manual reset, please do as follow on the 
control interface 

Press [esc + set] in the main screen. The label ‘PAr’ will appear.  
Scroll with ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ to find the ‘FnC’ label. 
Press ‘set’. The label ‘dEF’ will appear. Scroll with ‘UP’ and ‘DOWN’ to find the ‘EUr’ label. 
as the following picture.  

Press the “set” key for 3 seconds [set] 
 

The ‘YES’= label appears to indicate that the alarm log has been deleted. The trouble 
is solved. 
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